Danes Face St. Lawrence In NCAA’s Tonight

Split In Buffalo Enough To Send 20-5 Albany To East Regional

By Paul Feltham

There was an unlikely source of comfort in the SUNYAC tournament in Buffalo yesterday, as the Danes were eliminated at the hands of a SUNYAC opponent they had already beaten.

Stony Brook, which had lost to SUNYAC regular season champion Albany earlier in the year, defeated the Danes in the SUNYAC semifinals.

"We have as good a team as anybody in SUNYAC," said Albany coach Dick Tait.

"It’s not easy to get to this point in the tournament," added Stony Brook coach Kelvin Jones.

Despite their difficulties, Albany was able to hang on for dear life in the SUNYAC semifinals.

"They played us man-to-man the whole game," said Tait.

"They didn’t switch to a man-to-man," added Jones.

"It was a tough game. They had good height. They just played a good game," said Tait.

"The game was very close. Albany’s strong points were their record, their two victories over Potsdam and Stony Brook," said Jones.

"They had good inside game — three points were their record," said Tait.

"They had good defense. They did a good job of holding the ball," added Jones.

"We feel there were several teams that could have won the tournament. And the last game was very close."
World Capsules

Major Reduction in US Budget

WASHINGTON (AP) - The White House and Rep. Jim Cooper, D-Tenn., are divided over how much the federal budget should be reduced in the 1981 budget. President Reagan has asked for a $33 billion cut, while Cooper has proposed a $16 billion reduction. The White House says the cut is too small, while Cooper argues that it is too much.

Massachusetts Primary Nears

BOSTON (AP) - Voters in Massachusetts will go to the polls Thursday to elect their next governor. The Democratic candidates, Michael Dukakis and John Kerry, are facing off in a primary that is expected to be close. Dukakis, a former Massachusetts attorney general, is favored to win.

British Forces Leave Rhodesia

SUNY at Albany

Tape Hotline to Aid Troubled Students

The SUNY at Albany Student Union has set up a tape hotline to provide emotional support to students who are feeling troubled. The hotline is staffed by trained volunteers who can offer advice and guidance.

Donnelly Files Job Grievance

UUP Grievance

Grad School Evaluation Program Designed

Students Oppose Stricter Honors Requirement

Around Campus

SASU Conference Nears

Get Your Ballots

Telethon '80 Draws Near

Grad School Evaluation Program Designed

Students Oppose Stricter Honors Requirement
Politics: It's Still A Guessing Game

by Charles Bauser

Well, after all, it was the presidential election, and I
ought to feel just a bit unhappy about the result. My
opinion about the outcome of the election is not
likely to change, but my feelings about the process
may vary with time. As a philosophy student, I
find the idea of a "consensus" election, where the
majority of voters agree on a single candidate, to
be somewhat appealing. However, I do not believe
that the election process should be completely
controlled by the major parties, or that the
presidential candidates should be chosen solely
by the voters. A more representative process
would involve a greater degree of public
participation, including the public discussion of
issues and the selection of candidates by the
people. While the final result of the election may
not be perfect, I do believe that the process of
election is important in shaping the course of
national and international events.

TELETHON '80 DOOR PRIZE CHANCE FOR SALE

1st prize- 1 week trip to 2
Jamaica, Montego Bay, donated by
Bytnr Travel

2nd prize-stereo donated by Mom's
Warehouse, valued at $500

3rd prize- 1 year membership to
Nautilus Total Conditioning-Cen-
tury II Mall

4th prize-Vivitar Pocket Instantam-
Camera donated by State Photo

You will be asked to VOTE on Mon. & Tues.
March 10 & 11:

I. Referendum:
Shall the Student Activist Fee be
increased by $2.00 per semester per
student beginning with the Fall 1980
semester? 
yes—— no——

II. Central Council
Replacement Seats:
Dutch- 1 Off-Campus- 3

Nomination forms will be available
in the S.A. Office
Now-5 pm Thurs. March 6
**Cruising For A Bruising**

Jim Dixon

An unfortunately schmaltzy write-up of a Bruce Willis movie. By 1980, Bruce Willis had apparently turned from a young actor who was the talk of the town to a middle-aged actor who was the talk of the town. He starred in the film "Cruising," which was a critical and financial disaster. The film is about a young cop who is sent into a gay life in New York City. It received serious criticism for its portrayal of gay characters and was criticized for not exploring gay life in depth.

**Winter Kills**

White Trash Is Back

Robert Gordon

"Winter Kills," a film about a nightclub comedian who is sent into a very serious situation. It is a film about a young cop who is sent into a gay life in New York City. It received serious criticism for its portrayal of gay characters and was criticized for not exploring gay life in depth.

**Great Expectations**

Show Bizarre

The Plasmatics

Chris Castellano

The Plasmatics were a punk rock band that formed in New York City in 1978. They were known for their energetic and controversial performances, which often included pyrotechnics and audience interactions. Their music was a blend of rock and reggae, and they were known for their anti-establishment and rebellious attitude. Their leader, Genesis P-Orridge, was famous for his theatrical performances and his dresser, which often included a Mohican hairstyle.

**Have Taken Off**

**Al Pacino and the homonymous S.K.R. record having fun at local bar.**

**Fosse Jazzes It Up**

Mark Rosser

"Fosse," a film about Bob Fosse, the famous Broadway choreographer and director. The film was praised for its depiction of Fosse's work, but criticized for its treatment of his personal life. The film explores Fosse's relationship with dancer and actress Lane Bradbury, and his struggle with alcoholism.

**Specials Prove A Bargain**

Cliff Sloan

"Specials" was a British punk rock band that formed in 1977. They were known for their fast and energetic music, and they were one of the first bands to adopt the reggae influence in punk rock. The band's repertoire included songs that were both political and satirical, and they were known for their humorous and irreverent lyrics.

**The Plasmatics**

"Dance Made Me Alcoholic," written back to back with a razor blade that had been given to them by a fan.
THEY SAY CUTBACK:
WE SAY TEACH IN

Today, March 4 all day
Campus Center Fireside lounge.

Learn why the massive budget cuts recently proposed by Governor Carey constitute a greater threat than ever before to public higher education in New York State.

Find Out how these budget cuts will affect you and your education next year.

What can you do?
Join the students and faculty who are coming together to voice their opposition.

ONE VOICE, ONE FIGHT, SAVE SUNY
FREE coffee and donuts.
Sponsored by United University Professions and the Albany Student Union.

Take some time, today to hear how you can help save your system of public higher education!!

Please Sir—you are eating away at my basic foundation!

Dirty Air Advantage

Governors do not realize the importance of their public health to their states. The public health is threatened by the increasing amount of pollution from cars, smoke stacks, and other sources. The key to controlling pollution is education. The Albany Student Union is hosting a series of educational events to help students understand the risks associated with pollution and to promote ways to reduce it.

ZODIAC NEWS

Graduates: Computer Science

A career in consulting opens the door to a future of extraordinary possibilities.

Before you take another step into a huge corporation.
Consider:
- The work you do will have a direct impact on customers.
- You will have opportunities to travel and work in diverse locations.
- You will have the chance to learn new skills and take on challenging projects.
- You will have the freedom to be creative and innovative.

Consider:
- The salary and benefits package.
- The work-life balance.
- The potential for advancement.

Are you a computer science graduate looking for a challenging career in consulting? Datronics, Inc. is searching for talented individuals to join our team.

Datronics, Inc.
675 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10017

*We are an equal opportunity employer.*
Disillusionment

To the Editor:

It's hard for me to put into words the feelings I have about the American political system. I have always been involved in politics, but recently I have become disillusioned with the whole system.

I believe that the government is run by the wealthy and powerful, and that the rest of us are simply pawns in their game. I have heard people say that they are voting for a certain candidate because they like their party's platform, but when I ask them why they like the platform, they usually say, "because it's the right thing to do." That's like asking someone why they like a certain color. They might say, "because it's pretty," but if you ask them what makes it pretty, they usually don't have an answer.

I think that the government should be more responsive to the needs of the people, and that it should be more accountable to the people. I don't believe that it is doing either of these things.

I have decided to stop voting. I think that it is a waste of time and energy to try to influence the government in this way. I would much rather use my time and energy to try to change things on a smaller scale.

I hope that others will join me in my quest to make a difference in this world.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Refuge

In the Editor:

I am a refugee from a war-torn country. I have fled my home in order to seek safety and a better life. I have nothing but gratitude in my heart for the country that has welcomed me.

I have worked hard since I arrived, and I have been able to support myself and my family. I am grateful for the opportunity to build a new life for myself in this country.

I hope that others will look at the refugee crisis with compassion and understanding. I believe that we should do all we can to help those who are in need.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

On God and Hugh

A letter to the Editor:

I am writing in response to the article about the recent events at the University of Denver. I believe that the university is wrong in its decision to ban a speaker who is expressing views that are unpopular.

I believe that people have the right to free speech, and that they should not be punished for expressing their views. I believe that the university should be more open-minded and tolerant.

I hope that others will join me in my call for a more open and tolerant university.

Sincerely,

[Signature]
Danes Eliminated After 87-72 Loss

Albany's 20-point loss to Potsdam Saturday in the 1980 State University of New York at Albany Regional basketball title game was a disappointing ending, but a satisfying one for the Danes, who played their typical game on Saturday afternoon. The Danes played well, despite losing by a 12-point margin, and their performance earned them respect from the crowd and the league.

The Danes played some of their best basketball in the first half, leading by as much as 19 points. Despite this, the Danes were unable to hold onto their lead, allowing Potsdam to score 32 points in the second half. The Danes were led by forward Terry Hunter, who scored 18 points and grabbed 11 rebounds. Despite these efforts, the Danes were unable to secure a victory.

The Danes are eliminated from the tournament, after losing to Potsdam in the semifinals. Despite the loss, the Danes played a solid game against Potsdam and will be back next year with a stronger team.

Albany will face the胜者 of the other regional game in the championship game on Monday night. The Danes will prepare for their next game with a focus on improving their defense and improving their consistency throughout the game.

The Danes will face a tough challenge in the championship game, but they will be ready to take on the challenge. The Danes will be back next year, and they will be stronger than ever.
CREDIT UNION ELECTIONS

Thurs March sixth LC5 7:30pm
Many positions available:
- PRESIDENT-VICE PRESIDENT-GENERAL MANAGER-BOARD OF DIRECTORS plus many more

GET INVOLVED!
fill out a form at the Credit Union office
YOU can make it happen!

Indian Quad Board announces
Night at the Fights
Thursday April 17, 1980
All interested in fighting
call: Andy 457-5063
DEADLINE FOR ALL
ENTRIES MARCH 26, 1980

Spring Vacation
BERMUDA
Round-Trip Jet Accommodations for 8 days 5-7 nights at guest houses and private homes. No meals. Cabs to/from airport & hotel.
Free admission to: $289.00
barbecue beach party mixer & cruise
CONTACT: Bryan Pazyk 434-0793

Gymnasts Sixth in State Meet

Held to Wins "Only" One
In World Championships

The Albany State gymnastics team placed nine men on to the women's death through the American Cup (March 7).

Interested in Kosher Meals (lunches and dinners) during Passover

TV dinners will be served April 7 and 8.

Sign-up: Thurs. March 6-6:45 pm at Dutch Quad Dining. Pinpoint Mon. March 7 and 10:10 am-12 noon at Campus Center.

Meals will be served only at the Kosher Kitchen in the
back of Dutch Quad Dining.

Anyone interested must sign up (during the above times) regardless of whether or not you are already on the Kosher Meal Plan.

Bring meal cards to sign up!!
Prices will be posted at sign-up desk.
If questions, call: Carol Krone or Sharon Schneier at 454-0795 or Carol Leavens 777-772.

Mama Nina's
ITALIAN MEALS
Serving Premarital and Transient Home Visits

Jerry's
DELIVERY & CATERING
Bakery, Delicatessen, Groceries & Flowers
FOR DELIVERY-ORDER: 454-1124

M. G. Pub
Every Thursday
4/10 Jeathroom - $1
Happy Hours
Mon.-Fri. 5-7 pm.
204 New Rockland Avenue
Cassiopolis, Indiana

UAS Your Food Committee presents
"TASTER'S NIGHT"
March 7, 1980
at 5 pm in each quad cafeteria.

It's your opportunity to try food items and
let your food committee know your reaction.

INDIAN- BILL PAPE
STATE- ROB SAUNDERS
DUTCH- DAVE CLASER
ALUMNI- JERRY RUPP
COLONIAL- SUE CICCARELLI

LAST CHANCE TO WIN
DOOR PRIZES
9 Prizes Totalling $280

Chances Available in CC Lobby 3/3-3/7
Brought to you by TAO-TKE
The Greeks of 80s
Potsdam Wins Despite Pressure

Coach Tex Winter, the National Invitation Tournament director, said the Big East was better than its record showed. "I believe we have the most talented players in the country," Winter said Sunday after the announcement of the field. "We had scheduling problems," Winter said. Potsdam now belongs to the tournament. "I believe the Big East and the Big Ten dominate the far-West Coast Athletic Conference," Winter said. "But the Big East is better than it's record showed."

The Danes did defeat Hudson Valley Community College, 88-86, on Monday, March 21, 1989. A final of 9-1 on the day is the Big East's first chance to impress the nation. "The whole league is in a little bit of a slump," coach Ted Earl said. "It was a wonderful opportunity."

Winter cited Kob Harrington as the heroics of the Danes. "Kob Harrington is a team leader," Winter said. "He's a big reason why the Danes are where they are today."
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Pressure No Match For Talented Potsdam Squad

After First Round Win, Albany Falls To Potsdam

by Bob Rother

POTSDAM — On the fast track to the women's basketball playoffs, Albany and Potsdam are expected to face a bottleneck at the last 32 games, with a potential playoff upset brewing. The first-round win at Potsdam is expected to bring a playoff challenge in the last 16.

Albany leads the country in defense, but Potsdam's defense is another matter. The Bears' defense is considered the best in the country, but they have struggled against the Engineers in previous games.

Albany's defense is expected to struggle against Potsdam's offense, and the Engineers are expected to take advantage of the Bear's weaknesses.

The game is expected to be competitive, with both teams playing hard to reach the last 16. The Engineers are expected to make it through, while the Bears are expected to fall.